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Abstract:
This paper presents the design and implementation of a programmable Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filter using ALTERA Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device. The filter performance is first tested using Filter Design and Analysis (FDA) tool from Mathworks to verify magnitude response and obtain coefficient tables. The test operation includes LPF and BPF filter types with coefficient lengths of 7 and 31 respectively. The FPGA design is carried out by writing VHDL modules for different filter components. The simulation waveforms, synthesis reports and board programming files have obtained using the package QUARTUSII. ALTERA-FLEX10K10 FPGA Family with EPF10K10LC84-3 board is used as a target device for implementation purpose.

1-Introduction:
Considerable attention has been placed on the implementation of signal processing algorithms in VLSI, ranging from full custom VLSI to general purpose digital
signal processors. A variety of approaches to custom implementation of FIR filters have been pursued [1,2]. In order to attain high performance, parallel implementation strategies such as systolic methods have been applied. Word-parallel, bit parallel processing techniques appear to scale well with improvements in implementation technology and increasing demands for higher performance. Advances in field programmable gate array (FPGA) technology have enabled FPGAs to be used in a variety of applications. In particular, FPGAs prove particularly useful in data path designs, where the regular structure of the array can be utilized effectively. The programmability of FPGA adds flexibility not available in custom approaches, while retaining relatively high system clock rates. The disadvantage of FPGA are primarily related to the limited number of logic operations that can be implemented on a particular device, the constraints on the inputs and outputs to the atomic logic units, and the limited signal routing options that are available for connecting logical operators on the array. Many current FPGA architectures are implemented using memory technologies, and hence the advances in that area will be reflected in improved FPGA density and speed. Previous works like ones in [3-5] describe different approaches to implement digital FIR filter using FPGA technology. However, all these works presented designs for filters suited for specific applications which means that these designs were carried out for fixed number of taps and fixed values of passband and stopband frequencies. This paper presents design and implementation of programmable digital FIR filter particular, FPGAs prove

First, MATLAB mathematical computation package in conjunction with digital signal processing toolboxes is used to design filter response and generate coefficient table. Then VHDL modules are written for each filter element for FPGA implementation. QUARTUSII software package provided by ALTERA is used to write VHDL modules, integrate entities on a top-level schematic file, obtain simulation waveforms and synthesis reports.
II- FIR Design Procedure:

FIRs have the advantage of being much more realizable in hardware [6] because they avoid division and feedback paths. FIR filter response $y(n)$ is computed by convolution operation between filter coefficients $h(k)$ and the input data $x(k)$ which can be described by the following equation:

$$y(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} x(k)h(n-k) \quad \ldots (1)$$

where $N$ is the number of filter coefficients. Upon performing convolution, one of the two sets of numbers is reversed and “slid past” the other. The resulting stream of numbers is found by taking the sum of the multiplications at each sliding interval. FIRs can be graphically represented by a Direct Form realization as shown in Figure 1.

The process of designing a filter in an FPGA involves two distinct steps[7]: designing the filter response and designing the filter implementation. Over 100 different filter design tools, including toolbox functions available in MATLAB, are available for designing filter response and generating coefficient tables, each with varying levels of sophistication. Graphical filter design tools provide easy-to-use selections for specifying passband, filter order, and design methods, as well as provide plots of the response of the filter to various standard forms of inputs. One of the most popular tool is the FDA tool from the MathWorks shown in Fig.2 which generates a behavioral MATLAB model and coefficient tables.

III- FPGA Implementation of FIR

Filter:

Using QUARTUSII software package provided by ALTERA[8], VHDL modules were written for each of filter elements. Fig.3 shows the schematic design which integrates all design modules (entities). These modules are taps, hvalues, state_m and acc.

The module taps receives the input data $d(7..0)$ whose width is 8 bits and store them permanently on a shift register basis of width equals the number of filter taps. According to the value of selection signal "sel(1..0)" produced by module state_m (the size of virtual shift register equals $2^{\text{width of selection signal}}$), the stored data
values \( d(7..0) \) are assigned to the output values \( x(7..0) \) sequentially one–by-one in each clock pulse to apply them to the multiplier.
When all data values passed to the multiplier, the signal "newt" is activated to receive new data stream.

The $hvalues$ module stores the coefficient values of the filter "$h(2..0)" and push them to the multiplier sequentially also according to the selection signal produced by $state_m$ module. Two other signals are produced by $hvalues$ module: "first" to mark that the current multiplication operation is the first one along the the facility of store the produced values and obtain complemented output if necessary.

**IV- Top-Level Design:**
Using QUARTUSII software package provided by ALTERA, VHDL design modules are written for each of filter entities. At the top level of design, a schematic file is created to assign input and output pins as it look like in the ALTERA-FPGA chip. Fig.8 shows the top level design file for the implemented FIR filter.

**V- Verification of Filter Response:**
In order to test the designed filter, it must first coefficient tables for each test operation being already available. With FDA tool provided by convolution interval and "follow" to mark that all multiplications have been finished and a new stream would be ready to apply.

The accumulator module $acc$ carry out addition process of individual multiplication results. The multiplier is designed directly from Mega Core design facility provided by QUARTUSII [6] package without the need of writing VHDL file manually. In the design, the D flip/flops provides MathWorks, it is easy to obtain such tables for required performance.

The verification includes 7-tap and 31 tap low pass and bandpass filters. Each of filter frequency response and filter output signal plots have been included for further comparisons. The input signal includes a mix of four different sinusoids having the following frequencies:

- 62.83 rad/sec. (10 Hz)
- 1256.63 rad/sec. (200 Hz)
- 1570.79 rad/sec. (250 Hz)
- 2513.27 rad/sec. (400 Hz)

**Lowpass Filter Verfication:**
The frequency responses significantly differ between the two filter lengths where the 7-tap filter allows considerable energy for unwanted frequencies to pass
through. Whereas the 31-tap filter provides a sharper roll-off at the cutoff frequency and possesses sidelobes lower than the -20 dB mark. Fig. 5 illustrates the results of failing to provide a narrower transition band. Energy from the 250 Hz sinusoid were allowed to pass through the filter whereas the 31-tap filter completely eliminates the frequency.

■ Bandpass Filter Verification:
The bandpass filter attempts to only pass frequencies in the 180 Hz - 270 Hz range. A significant difference between the two filter frequency responses can be seen where the 7-tap filter allows much more energy from unwanted frequencies to pass. In addition, the left sidelobe for the lower frequencies does not fall below the -20 dB mark. However, the 31-tap filter provides much sharper roll-offs for both cutoff frequencies and exhibits a better sidelobe characteristic.

VI- Implementation Results:

■ Simulation:
Once the filter performance is verified and filter coefficient tables are obtained from FDA tool, the next step is to obtain simulation waveforms to verify the correctness of FPGA implementation. Fig. 9 shows a sample simulation waveforms for a 7-tap LPF whose magnitude response shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 9, the clock period is chosen to be 20 nsec and the data d(7..0) are assumed an unsigned decimal count value start from 0 to 15 and repeats with an increment of one in each clock pulse. The "newt" signal is activated as shown from waveform after every eight successive clock pulses which means a stream of 8 bit data has been stored in the shift register. Since the result in a value of 11 bit length, the "fellow" signal is activated after 11 clock pulses and "yvalid" signal becomes 1 in the next clock cycle to indicate that a new result is available.
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Fig. 4 Top-level design of the FPGA implemented FIR Filter.
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Fig. 5 Lowpass filter frequency responses for 7-tap and 31-tap filters with a target cutoff frequency of 1413.7 rad/sec. (225 Hz).

Fig. 6 Lowpass filtered signal spectrums for 7-tap and 31-tap filters with a target cutoff frequency of 1413.7 rad/sec. (225 Hz).
Fig. 7 Bandpass filter frequency responses for 7-tap and 31-tap filters with a target cutoff frequency of 1130.97 rad/sec. (180 Hz) and 1696.46 rad/sec. (270 Hz).

Fig. 8 Bandpass filtered signal spectrums for 7-tap and 31-tap Filters.
Synthesis Reports:
There are a large number of synthesis reports (hardware and software reports) obtained from synthesis operation. They describe all what concern the implementation process like storage resources required, I/O resources required, computation resources required, time delay at different points inside the chip…etc. [9]. Tables 1 through 4 show summary of hardware synthesis reports for 7-tap LPF, 31-tap LPF, 7-tap BPF and 31-tap BPF whose performances were discussed in section V respectively.

It is seen from these reports summary that the FPGA resources requirements increases as the number of filter taps increases and as a result, the maximum possible operating speed decreases. However there is no significant difference in storage resources or speed when the filter type is changed for the same filter coefficient lengths.

Implementation:
After obtaining a correct simulation results for the written VHDL modules, the programmable FIR filter has been implemented by generating a program files via QUARTUS II package corresponding to each implementation case. These program files are then downloaded to the FPGA ALTERA-FLEX10K10 board.
The data are applied to this development board internally by writing a VHDL module that produces such an input data. The coded messages are recognized by the aid of the seven segment display provided in the board. This operation should be done at a low data rates in order to recognize the values of coded messages symbols whose displayed in hexadecimal form.

VII- Conclusions:

Digital FIR filter are one of the important element in any DSP design. The usage of FPGA Technology to implement these codes provides many advantages like efficient reconfigurability and universal chip implementation. The paper has described a simple and efficient approach to implement FPGA based programmable filter that suited to different applications unlike most previous approaches on a penalty of reducing computation speed. The design has carried out in such a way that allows the user to easily change filter type and order as for required filter performance. LPF and BPF of different lengths has implemented for

Table 1 Summary of hardware synthesis reports for 7-tap LPF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IOs</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG Function Generators</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Function Generators</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLB Flip-Flops</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum period 3.67 ns (Maximum frequency: 272.4 MSPS).
Maximum path delay from the any node: 6.05ns.

Device utilization for EPF10K10LC84-3

Table 2 Summary of hardware synthesis reports for 31-tap LPF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IOs</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG Function Generators</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Function Generators</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLB Flip-Flops</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum period 11.22 ns (Maximum frequency: 89.1 MSPS).
Maximum path delay from the any node: 17.24ns.

Device utilization for EPF10K10LC84-3
### Table 3  Summary of hardware synthesis reports for 7-tap BPF

Maximum period 3.79 ns (Maximum frequency: 263.8 MSPS). Maximum path delay from the any node: 3.8 ns.

#### Device utilization for EPF10K10LC84-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IOs</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG Function Generators</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>29.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Function Generators</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLB Flip-Flops</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>36.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4  Summary of hardware synthesis reports for 31-tap BPF

Maximum period 11.22 ns (Maximum frequency: 89.1 MSPS). Maximum path delay from the any node: 11.22ns.

#### Device utilization for EPF10K10LC84-3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IOs</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>13.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG Function Generators</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Function Generators</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1296</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLB Flip-Flops</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
performance comparison purpose. The complete FPGA design and implementation procedure has been presented starting from top-level schematic design to timing analysis, synthesis reports and downloading programming file.
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